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A. D. WALLACE by " η(x) is the unit of the group H e which contains x" and " θ(x) is the inverse of x in the group H e which contains x". If xeM e then ex, xeeH so that η(ex), η(χe) are defined. Define g: M e -+Z by g(x)= (exe, η(ex), η(xe)) and note that the continuity of η implies the continuity of g. For xeM e let p(x) = η{χe)χrj (ex) so that p is continuous if η is continuous. in virtue of the computation given earlier.
It remains to prove the continuity of η when S is compact. This was announced in [7] but no proof of this fact has been published. Let
and let 3ίf=&r(\&. Hence (UxV)Γ\ &" = Π and we may infer that j£f' is closed. There is no loss of generality in assuming that S has a unit [3] . Hence if h: SxS-^SxS is defined by h(x, y) = (y, x) then h(£f') is closed and thus ^f= £f' f\ h{&") is closed. In a similar way it may be shown that & is closed. Moreover, Sίf is closed because 3ί?= £f f\ &.
THEOREM 1 [7]. // S is compact then H is closed, -η : H-*E is a retraction and 0 : H->H is a homeomorphism.

Proof. Define p: SxS->S by p(x, y)=x. Then
H= \J {H e \ee E] =p
is closed since £ίf and Έ are closed. We show next that θ is continuous and to this end it is enough to prove that G={(x, θ{x))\xeH] in virtue of the fact that H is compact Hausdorff. If m: SxS->S is defined by m(Xj y)=xy then r9^f\(HxH) (~\m~ι(E) is closed and we will show that this set is the same as G. For (x, θ(x) 
x). Hence θ is continuous and Ύ] is continuous because rj(x)=xθ(x) from the definition of η and θ. G. B. Preston raised the question as to the continuity of a certain generalized " inversion"-Suppose that there is a unique function a : S-^S such that xa(x)x=x and a(x)xa(x) = a{x) for each xeS.
If S is compact then a is continuous. To see this let ,/Kbe the set of all (x, y)e SxS such that xyx=x and yxy=y and define ψ:
SxS->SxS by φ(x, y)=(xyx, x). If D is the diagonal of SxS then φ~\D) is closed. Similarly ψ~λ{D) is closed where ψ(x, y) = (y, yxy) and ^1^=φ~\D) Γ\Φ~\D)
is therefore closed. The uniqueness of a implies that { (x, a(x) It is not asserted that K e is a subsemigroup of S. The first corollary is a topologized form of the Rees-Suschkewitsch theorem, see [6] , [7] and [2] for a bibliography of relevant algebraic results. COROLLARY 
If S is compact, if K is the minimal ideal of S and ifee E f\K then K is topologically isomorphic with eSe x (Se f\E)x(es Γ\E) and K and each "factor " of K is a retract of S.
Proof. We rely, without explicit citation, on the results of [1] . It is immediate that M e = S. Now L e =Se, Re=eS and H e =eSe so that (by definition and [1] ) K e =Se-eSe-eS (ZK and, being an ideal, K e =K. Clearly x->exe retracts *S onto eSe. Now SeCZKCZ.H and rj\Se retracts Se onto Sef\E.
It is clear, when S is compact, that K enjoys all the retraction invariants of S, for example, if S is locally connected so is K. We do not list these nor do we give here the applications of Corollary 1 that were mentioned in [6] 
